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Namo Namah! (Salutations to All !)
“Get things done forthwith,
never leave luck to chance.”
The greatest leaps forward in history, have always as source of
inspiration, the past. Likewise, visionaries have as much of their
feet anchored in the past as their vision searching in all directions for the future.
In this vein, the members of MGI/RTI Council at its 267th meeting held on 01 September, 2021, on the proposal of its Chairman
has with remarkable alacrity and gusto, unanimously approved
the investigations, decipherings and publications of the invaluable messages of our spiritual leaders embedded in our centuries old cultural celebrations for the upliftment of humanity at
large.
Also, being fully conscious of the fact that nothing significant
can ever be realized without taking risks, the Council ventured
out to place its confidence in the MGI/RTI super-structure for
the publications of the book uncovering the values, from, mythological, philosophical, symbolical etc. perspectives welded in
our routine rituals, rites and celebrations. The title of this proposed creation is :

‘Celebrations of Indian Culture in Mauritius.’
It is a well-established fact that many of our youth when questioned about their identities, apart from their biological DNA,
they are totally ignorant of their cultural and social roots which
give every individual the element of belonging and permanence
in an ever evolving and ephemeral world replete with dispersal
and annihilation and where, in certain quarters, God is even being reduced into a tyrant.
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I wish to place on record the efforts of the School of Indological Studies for the creation of this pamphlet on the
occasion of Sanskrit Day 2021.
In particular, the Council appreciates the commitment of:
Head, School of Indological Studies
Head, Department of Sanskrit
Head, Department of Philosophy

Dr. (Mrs.) V M Hurdoyal-Chekhori
Mrs. K D Ramjatton
Mr. R Boodnah

Sanskrit is not only a language, but the source of fathomless knowledge, and values which are still being uncovered and interpreted in leading universities of the world.
Sanskrit is also intertwined with the modern science where
artificial intelligence has answers for the outer space technologies as confessed by NASA.
It has also given birth to our Scriptures, Vedas, Bhagavad
Gita, Mahabharata, Ramayana etc.
My appreciations and good wishes for a successful celebration of Sanskrit Day 2021.
Thank you.
Mr Premlall Mahadeo
Chairman, MGI & RTI Council
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What is Sanskrit?
The term Sanskrit is formed by joining the prefix
sam (refined or purified) with the word krita
(work done) which means work done perfectly or
refined work. It is also called the ‘Devavaani’ that
is the language of Gods.
Sanskrit is an ancient Indo-Aryan language of India in which the Hindu scriptures (like Vedas ,
Upanishads) and classical Indian epic poems (like
Ramayana, Mahabharata amongst others) have
been composed.

Origin of Sanskrit
Sanskrit originated as Vedic Sanskrit in early
1700-1200 BCE and was orally preserved and
transmitted as a part of the Vedic chanting
tradition. Vedic Sanskrit is the language of the
Vedas and considered as the ancient scriptures of Hinduism.
Knowledge of Sanskrit became an indication of
high social class during and after the Vedic
Period. In the mid – 1st millennium BCE the
great grammarian known as Paanini wrote the
Ashtaadhyaayi (Eight chapters on Sanskrit
grammar rules) which gave rise to the emergence of Classical Sanskrit.
The greatest Sanskrit dramatist named Kalidaas and other modern Sanskrit authors wrote
in Classical Sanskrit.
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Message of Shree Narendra Modi Ji, Prime Minister, Republic of
India

The Prime Minister of India, Shri Narendra Modi Ji extended his wishes on the
occasion of World Sanskrit Day and shared his greetings with the people in Sanskrit.
Earlier, in a message on the occasion of Sanskrit Week, PM Modi Ji stated,
“Sanskrit language is so rich that it touches every aspect of our life… It is a matter
of joy that Sanskrit language is reaching more and more people through modern
technology.”

World Sanskrit Day
World Sanskrit Day or Sanskrit Divas, also known
as Vishvasamskritadinam, is celebrated every year
to spread awareness, promote and revive the ancient
Indian Language.
The Sanskrit Day commemorates the ancient Indian
Language (Sanskrit) and aims at the promotion of its
revival.
In 1969, the Government of India decided to mark the
World Sanskrit Day on the occasion of Raksha
Bandhan that falls on the full moon (Poornima) of
the Hindu month of Shraavana.
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Sanskrit and Quality of life
Chanting in Sanskrit improves one’s mental and
physical health. Sanskrit is the only language, for the
pronunciation of which all the nerves of the tongue
are used. As a result, the energy points in the body
are activated that help to improve the blood circulation.
The chanting of mantras not only calms the mind and
relaxes the body but also helps in regularizing the
heart beats as well as stimulating the body chakras. Regular chanting enhances the concentration and learning power. One has to breathe deep and
hold the breath while chanting Sanskrit verses. This exercise strengthens the
lungs capacity, as well as helps to combat stress and overcome depression,
thus, ensuring better health.

Potential of Sanskrit and Scriptures
All ancient Hindu Scriptures have been composed in Sanskrit language. They are Srutis,
Smritis, Itihasas, Puranas, Agamas and
Darsanas.
The Vedas, including the Upanishads, the
epics Mahabharata and Ramayana, the
Shrimad Bhagavad Gita and the Bhagavatam,
are among the most popular scriptures which
employ Sanskrit to immortalize the teachings
of Indian spiritual masters.

Hence the epithet “language of the gods” is attached to Sanskrit as it has the
potential to convey the most abstract and profound religious, philosophical
and mystical ideas in their most expressive, appropriate and accurate forms.
Since Sanskrit is a language which has undergone very little change since its
systematization by Panini. It has become the language par excellence for the
preservation and perpetuation of multifarious ideas and concepts pertaining to all fields of human knowledge –arts, literature, sciences and philosophy encompassing the very existence of man.
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Sanskrit and Mantras
Sanskrit is essentially a spoken language. Sounds play
therefore an important role in conveying meaning and understanding in both speakers and listeners. Very early, the
power of sound waves was recognized and the vibration
which every letter and syllable produces on the human
mind and body, very positively

Judicious combination of these in specific patterns and
rhythms therefore enable one to harness the immense potentiality which sounds have to influence human thought,
words and acts. These special groups of words became
popular as Mantras. Mantras are special formulae which
developed since ancient Vedic times to help aspiring yogis
control their minds.
Specific Mantras, composed with perfectly calculated patterns of letters and syllables forming powerfully charged words and sentences were used with specific
objectives by those who recite them: from attainment of worldly and heavenly
pleasures to vision of the Divine. It is not surprising therefore that many Hindu
Scriptures have been composed in Mantras or verses.

Sanskrit and Well-being
The very recitation of Sanskrit Mantras and Shlokas procure feeling of immense
satisfaction to the person who recites them properly. Sanskrit compositions obey
strict rules of grammar, laws of diction and conventions of poetics in order to
strike the right chords in the mind and heart of listeners and speakers and stir in
them the rasa, the state of pure emotion which itself can lead to an ecstatic state
called ananda. It has been demonstrated that the usage of Sanskrit language indirectly improves human life at all levels: physical, mental and spiritual. On the
other hands, there are sciences that directly aim at the well-being of man’s body,
mind and soul.
They are Ayurveda, Yoga and Samkhya. Together these aim at eliminating all
sources of pain or duḥkha, caused essentially by ignorance (ajnana). Thus, while
Ayurveda removes ignorance about physical well-being (adhibhautika duḥkha),
Yoga, on its side, takes away the ignorance about mental well-being (Adhidaivika
duḥkha). Finally, Samkhya eliminates the ignorance of spiritual well-being
(adhyatmika duḥkha). Man experiences in this manner a complete and everlasting state of well-being called Mukti.
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Sanskrit and Artificial Intelligence
NASA Sanskrit connection is an authentic one that has been supported by an
enormous amount of research and
claims.

With the recent involvement with Artificial Intelligence, NASA claims that
Sanskrit, the ancient Hindu language is the most suitable language to develop computer programming for the Artificial Intelligence as its grammar is
scientific, rule-bound, formula-bound and logical, which makes it highly appropriate to write algorisms. For historians and regular folks, the possibility
of using Sanskrit to develop artificially intelligent machines is inspiring because it exploits the past innovatively to deliver solutions for the future.
Adoption of Sanskrit by NASA; Aims to change the language gap (Satavisa, Sep 1, 2021)

Relevance of Sanskrit in Contemporary World
Sanskrit is not just a language. It is a paradigm. It gives us a perspective in
which to see the world. In a world dominated by Western values and culture, knowledge of Sanskrit provides us with alternate answers to contemporary questions and problems.
The messages of the Vedas, Upanishads and
Bhagavad Gita, coupled with the teachings of
prominent sages and Sanskrit writers like Bhartrihari, Chanakya, Yajnavalkya and Narada
teach us a life of discipline, selflessness and service, which lie at the very basis of Indian
thought.
Concepts like Vasudhaiva Kutumbakam – the
whole world is one family, are the gift of Sanskrit to mankind, and the Covid pandemic has
made them all the more relevant in the modern
world.
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Testimonials
“Sanskrit is a divine language and its literature is filled
with millions of such verses, which capture the deepest
and most subtle concepts of Indian culture and heritage.
It was important for my evolution to understand the
very meaning of mantras while I recite them. The study
of Sanskrit also keeps my mind active and I realized that
education is a life-long learning process.”
Dr. (Mrs) V Koonjal
Director, MGI

“Sanskrit, especially the literature in this divine language has
changed my life and that has helped me become more focused
in my undertakings and more disciplined. It has refined me as
a person, changed my perception of the world, and added wisdom to my thoughts and sayings. Sanskrit has introduced me
to a path forged by the sages of ancient times, and every lesson
of Sanskrit seems to me as a conversation with the rishimunis. I feel blessed, especially while chanting the mantras of
the Veda and the Bhagavad Gita.”
Kessen BUDHOO
Desk coordinator / Chief Editor, MBC
President, Sanskrit Speaking Union

“Sanskrit endows me with Vedic knowledge and its culture, which extensively tells
the history of the struggle of man to abandon bondage of pain and rebirth and opt
for self realization. In fact, it reinforces human values, couched on ethics. It paves
for ways and means to understand the self and the intricacies to attain it. Thus, it
unleashes perspectives for peace. I feel I am on the journey “to know myself”,
though the destination does not seem within reach, yet .”
Mr. B Goury
Retired Deputy Commissioner of Prisons
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Testimonials
“Ayant eu la possibilité d’étudier le Sanskrit a été pour moi une
grande chance. Il m’a ouvert le monde littéraire et poétique orientale en particulier les écritures sacrées, dans toute son opulence et
aussi toute sa justesse.”
Mrs. Amreeta Devi Nivault —PRO, University of Mauritius
“Telugu, is a very rich Dravidian language which is heavily
influenced by Sanskrit. A fundamental knowledge of Sanskrit Grammar and literature is indispensable for a better
understanding of the Telugu Language. Consequently, as a
Lecturer in the Department of Telugu Studies, I have embarked upon the courses offered by the Department of Sanskrit to deepen my knowledge and to be more equipped to
face challenges in the field of Telugu Studies. “
Dr. (Mrs.) Pravashi Chinniah , Lecturer (Telugu) - MGI

“My certificate course in Sanskrit has been a very fruitful experience where I got the opportunity to learn a completely new language from various dedicated lecturers, to whom I am very
thankful. I have got a good foundation of this ancient language
that would help me to continue my further studies either through
self learning or higher level courses at the university.”
Mr. Shandeep Jugnarain—Educator (Accounting) / PT Lecturer UOM

“My area of study is Telugu language and literature and since
no other language has as much an influence as Sanskrit has on
it, I felt that by learning Sanskrit it will enhance my knowledge
about Telugu. In addition, I have always wanted to learn Sanskrit because I wanted to understand the verses we recite while
doing puja.”
Dr. (Mrs.) Rajwantee Dalliah—Lecturer (Telugu) - MGI
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Inspirational Quotes from Subhashita Manjari
(Sanskrit Anthology of Proverbs)



Any remainder of debt, fire and enemy
grow rapidly again and again, hence no
remainder should be maintained.



The courage of a hero cannot be wiped off
even though he is worried. Though (source
of the flame) reversed, the flames do not
point downwards.



A stream of tasteful water, having flown into the sea, becomes saline and thus undrinkable. For this simple reason,
a wise man should never associate with one of wicked and
impure soul.



Forgiveness is a virtue of the learned. To err is human, to
forgive divine.



Reactions to calamities should be considered well in advance. It
is no good to start digging a well when the house is on fire.



A successful person is the one who really lives.
Likewise, a famous person too really lives.
An infamous loser though alive, is no better than the dead.



Even fate cannot touch him whose heart is filled with compassion, whose words always reflect the truth and whose body is
always meant to help others.
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